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CHAPTER 1 

1···· 

INTRODUCTORY REMARKSQ - : . ~ 

The contents of this thesis are ax•ranged. under five· 

. ·Chapters. Chapter - I is of revie1.rv· nature and deals '!:vi th ~ 

genen:•al intvoductj.on to the thesis. Chapter II is· de:v·oted to 

the, study of wave propagation in a plasma filled elliptical 

waveguide. It consists of three sections9 In tbe first 

Section of this c.he.pter propaga·tion of elE~ctromagnetic 'l.llaves 

in cold plasma :filled elliptical waveguide is discussed and 

rate of eriergy flov.1 through the ..,.raveguide is calculated in 

terms of Mathieu fun.ct.~ons. In the second section~ nature of 

.space charge waves in ·a.."l elliptic plasma column in the 

presence of finite and infiltlte aJdal ma~~etic field is 

discussed \•.rhile in the third section propagation of electrq-· 

m2.gnetic :v.raves in \'Jarm plasma filled elliptical. wavegt1.ide is· 

discussed., · 

Chapter III is concerned '\1Ti th ·the propagation of ;,,:av~~s. 
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in· a 1va!'in plasma filled cylindrical wage guide. 'rhis rJbapteP. : ( 

. \ 

comprises h\'0 sec·t.ions. In the first section, the clisperssion 

-
relations fOJ." perfectly conducting wageguides in the pre-sence. 

' ' ; l .• ' ·/· • 

. · .... 
/ . 

of finite and infinite magnetic field are derived while -/in the 
··.! 

second section propagation of toTaves inside a cylindrical 
. .' 
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· wave~~~,lde partially filled v1i th warm plasma is consideredc. 

Chapter IV is devoted to the study oi' propagation 

1vvaves in a 111arm plasma b(;t'l.rreen ·two perfectly conducting . 

platf~S• This chapter comprises two sections. In the first 

section propagation of electromagnetic waves in a 'I!Tarm 

. ',/ 

pl~asma filled parallel plane \"taveguide .·and in· a· prallel . .~ 

plane waveguide pertially filled. ~t.ri th t'larm plasma . ~s dis-

qussed~" In the second sec·tion propagation of waves in a 

warm plasma :filled par·allel plate t.;a..veguide with o:n.e boun-

dary corrugatt::d is discussed. 

· The last ci1ap·ter is devoted to derive the dispersion 

relation for /\'Javr propagation through t'lfm-tempera·cure plasma 

using t'l.'V'O-fiuid model hydrodynamic equations ~nd several 

excitation co~ditions are qe~uced. 

Before ', .. re discuss various problems we preserd:: below· 

a br.lfef survey of literature on tiave propagation through 

plasma filled cylindrical, parallel pla"'ce elllptice.l wave...:. 

guides., Also a brief' survey of' J.i terature oh \'!aVe propagation/ 

through two-temperature plasma is given belo'lr.r .. 
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1. 2g A SHORT REVIE\v OF EARLIER WORKS. ON ~'lAVE 'PROPAGATION . 

THROUGH BOUNDim HOk!J:OGENEOUS PLA.SililA AND 'TWO .,;, 'fEr1PER-

ATURE PLAmiiA. 

A study. of wave propagation in plas~!a filled \·/ave.

guide is of great importa,nce in·i¥pheric investigations, 

plasma diagnostics and fusion has at-tracted the e.ttention. 

of .. various researchers in past years. A ·brief revie"ltr of 

propaga-tion of waves in plasma filled \..rave guide ar-e given 

belov.r~ 

Hah11 (1938) has shm'm that the basic charactGr...,. 

is tics of a nEnv type of ·~racuum ·tube, using a velocity 

modulated electron. beam may be explained "by means of wave 

propaga·ting along the beamo For ·an ideal tube i-n lJ..rhich the 

beam vms assumed to b1: of uniform density ·throughout its 

~ . h 
length he t.iesoribed the small amplitude slovJ Space Char·ge 

vJaves which have axial symmetry., Ramo (1938) s·cudied for 

general slo\·! space charge waves 1r1hich do not r1ecessar.ily 

nosses symmetry abou-t the axis. Schumarm (1956) discusged - ' 

the nature of 11>1ave propagation in a plasma be~.·een tvvo 

infinite conducting planes, and established that; there are 

.~ . 



three frequency rm'1.ges in which propagation constant 1vas 

imaginary and ij plasma mo~es_in the direction of 'e.n applied 

. ' . . 
. magnetic field, the. excitation of electromagnetic 'l.tTa"ves in 

these rar.1ges appeared possible. The natural modes of osci-

llation of a cylindrical plasma was considered by Stix (1957) .. 

To dGrive the dispersion relation he follO\'led normal mode 

-analysis sim:?-lar to that of Kruskal and Schv.rarzshild (1954) 

and deduced that· frequency -vrell below t..he electron plasma 

and electron cyclot~~n frequency 11 there appeared in two\ 

limiting cases hydromagnetic waves and waves whose natural 

frequencies v-rere close to the· ion cyclotron frequency. Korper 
.• 

(1957) deduced the oscillation of plasma cylinder of infih..ite 
~ ·. . . . . . 

length .and establi:shed that there were tit:TO ·types of: o's.pillation •. 

Da'toTson and 6berman (1959) deduced ·the propertie;.{ of the normal 
.. 

modes of .a cold plasmas slab and cylinder!) situated in a strol'lg 

magaetic field and then .used to discuss the transmission and 

reflection of radiation tl1e scattering by a plasma cylinder9 the 

responce to deriving sources· in the vicinity of the plasma and 

·the radiation due to pJ..asma oscillation. Tri velpiece and G1'Juld 

(1959) investig~ted the properties of space charge waves by 
' ' 

rega.rding the plasma as a dielectric ru1d solving the resulting 

field equations. They considered the ei'fect of steady axiai 

magnetic field but the motion of heavy ions and electron 
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tempe:rature effects were neglected. -Waves 111ere found to exist 
. --:, . 

. . . at frequencies low compaired \'iith the plasma frequency as wel.l 

.'· as \'mves_ with opposi tel}' dire·cted phase velocity and group 

-· ,,_ ~~ioci ties. Camus and f·1ezec (1962)' studied the propagati;on 

.. --~ 

. : -

of· vmves in a -circular plasma filled- \taveguide 'IIlith magnetic -

field directed along the axis neglecting collisionl. thermal 

-- motidn and ion movements._ The dispersion relation for slow 

,.,aves and cut-off frequencies w@re deduced. Hal~.-(1963) cons-

idered parallel plate plasma problem under the assumption of 
.. ,-.. 

U.niform dens-ity and specular boundary conditions_ at the plates. 
. . - . . . 

- -- Sayakhov .(19.64) d~duced tha.t the amplitude and period of the 
.,-

space- charge and electron velocity waves 'lrJere decreasing 

·.function o.f the: radial velocity. Anders~n and vleissglas (1966) . ' ·~ - . 

~- cqnsidered the propagation of ion acoustic waves aiong a 
·~(/. . . 

9Ylindt>ical pla'sriia and established that in addition to the 

in'finite number of ion 1riave ·modes there exists a surface mode 

which. 't'li'as ·the ion equivalent of the electron surf age mode of 

Trivelpiece and Gould (1959)~ Wong(1966) in a theoretical 

analysis sho11ed. that the bounda.ry effects on ion ~coustic - ·: · 
.. , 

wav~s propagating along· the magnetic-field 'to be unimportant 
.. .-•: '~-~' ;. ~ 

if the ion La:rmor radius is much smaller· than the plasma 

radius. Kondratenko (1967)1} Kitseriko and Shciucri (1968) and' 

.G~ernsey (1969) discussed propagation- of waves···iri bounded 

plasma•·- Karplyuk and Kolesnichenko (1970)· inves·tig~ted propa~~-OY) 
·_, ~ ~.:. l 
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of slow hign-.frequency 'tvaves in -the presence of a magnetic 

field in a cylindrical piasma waveguide surrounded by a 

dielectric or -metal. ·rhey analysed -the dispersion relation 

numerically and e~t;ablisP.ed that allow~n~e of temperature 

leads to t;he appearance of new branches i~_confined plasma 

system. 

\Va.i·te (1968) dewised to apply the effect of 

electron temperature to M~1e11's equations bY the 

· treatment of hydromagneties (compressible piasme theon ), 
' ' . '. ' 

Using compressible plasma theory Ito e-'c al (1971) sho'tJed 

that the·waves consisting of electron sound wave mode and 

electromagnetic 1r1e.ve moae are able "'co travel in the plasma 

\rlaveguide. Azaka~i et al (1972}..,· Used • same_ method -to the 

waveguides and established ·that in case of parallel waveguide 

· the waves can be separated into TrJI-.. and TE- modes and in 

case of circular waveguide the waves can be separated only 

at r = 0 mode. Zhelyazkov and Nenovski (:1.973) der;ived the 

dispersion equation of ion surface 1rraves propagating, along 

a 1rrarm plasma layer bounded by dielectrics or along a. 

-r-hey 
dielectric."deduced that in case of a plasma layer bounded by 
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. dielectrics the propagation of two types of ion surface 

1 
·waves. [ one t.Jith frequency W ) c.;pi/(l+E) /2 ~ and 

7 

another with a frequency .aJ < w . ( 1+ E ) J../2. ] 1:ms possible , 
pl. . 

' . 
. in the case of a dielectric layer bouij.ded by \'mrm plasmas· 

. Mth co1r~sponding waves had frequencies .lot•er than "'pi/(1..<) 
1
12 • 

Vfln Den.0Berg et al. (1973) and Dwar et al· (1974) studied 
:(1 

wave propagation in elliptical waveguide, Kondratenko. et 

al. (1974) theoretically analysed the propagation of lo'lfr · 

freq~ency waves in a cylindrical waveguide filled with a 
. . 

·highly nonisothermal plasma.\~eber {1975) obtained the 

dispersion relation :for the propagation of electromagnetic 

waves parallel to a magnetic field in a cold plasma between 

conducting planes and :tts numerical computation yields six 

types of. \'~ves. 

The first attemped to build· up a Kinetic theory 

of the surface \'!laves in a cylindrical hot plasma l'Jas made 

by Kondratenko (1972). Atanassov.et al (1976) derivedthe 

dispersion relati.on of the axia.lly
1 

symmetric surface waves 

propaga:ting along a hot plasma column by solving Vla.sov and 

r1a.xwell' s equations .. Shivarova (1977) determined the dispersion 

' .. 

. ·.···:i 
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of the high frequency surface waves existing in a cylindrical 

plasma column surrounded by a dielectric in the entire elec-

tromagnetic region of their propagation, on the basis of a 

hydrodynamic description of cold collisional current carrying 

plasma ~hivarova (1978) in his another research work obtained 

the propagation of high frequency axially symmetric surface 

'tllaves along a cu.ri:oent carrying hot plasma. column in a gloss 

·tube by means of . a kinetic plasma. model. The w2ve spectrt.un and 

the d,~mping rate 1.17ere also obtained. Shivarova et al. · (1978, 

1979) studied the physical· as t·!ell as the spectra and damping · 

rates of high and low frequency surface waves in semi...,infinite 

and cylindrical plasma~ The dispersion relation of surface 

. waves propagating on a hoinogene:ous Maxvv.ellian plasma column 

with sharp boundary and surrunded by die~ectric and vacuum 

were also obtained. Phalswal et el.(1979~ 1980) in series of 

research paper considered the ""ave propagation in e. plasma 

filled waveguide. Cibin (1980) discussed analytic~lly the 

effect of losses·on the dispersion relation of guided electron 
·· •• 1. 

plasma waves on a plasma cylindere Arora (1982) discussed the 

·collisional effects on the Tfli- modes in the plasma filled 

parallel plane wave guide. Zholyazkav (1983), Unz (1983) and 



Peneva et al.(i983) diso.ussed va.r'ious problems on'vrave 

propagation in plasma filled wave guide• Das and Basu 

(1984) studied the propagation of intermedi~te frequency 

'irmvcs in a plasma column magnetized axially and en.olos,ed 

in a conducting cylinder., Khan (1984) investigated the 

propa~ation of plane plasma \'taves through a cdllisional 

plasma sphere. Ztlilal (1985) derived eigen modes of 

the fast ma.gaeto fluid \1;aves and slo~: WEfv,es for.• a plasma 

8 

filled 'ltvaveguide with elliptical cross-section and shm,~d 

·that fast waves caiv:. propagate in a high density regionp 

while sl~~ waves propagate ohly in the region of low 

plasma density. Cross and Murphy (1986) derived the dispersion 

relation for AlJveh surface \'raves in a cylindr-ical plasma 

assuming ·that the plasma was separat~d from a conducting 

wall by a region of iO'!;J density plasma. Prasad _et al. (198'1) 

derived the electromagnetic wave propagation in a parall 

plate waveguide 'i•ii th one boundary corrugated and filled 

with unaxial warm drifting plasma~ They established that 

the_ fast and the slo\'; waves are greately effect;ed by temp-

erature and the- drift velocity' \'/here as the ~.'lave guide wave 

insignificantly effected. 



NO't'l We discuss the short review ·\'.fOrk of the t,,,o..,. 

· temperature plasmaa Yakimenko (1962) discussed the osci

llation of a cold uniform plasma ciylinder·containing· 

elec·tr'C.ns and t\'!0 ion species in a urdform magnetic field 

parallel to the cJ,rlinder axis. A dispersion relation was 

ob"'ca.ined f01"'" propagation at an arbitrary a.Ylgle \'lith respect 

to the ma~letic field. Aliev and Silin (1965) studied the 

effect of external periodic electric field_on electro-

static ":aves in a cold plasma iri \'1Thich the \..rave vectors of 

the excited waves had non-va11ishing components along t-:he 

direction of the applied electric field·. r~Iontgomery and 

Alexeff (l966) studied the possibility of parrunetric 

excitation of transverse electromagnetic i~raves by external 

periodic electric field and they pointed out the importance 

of such a study in connection l'Ji th the energy loss during 

the turbulent heating of a. plasma, due to excita·tion of 

transverse ~.re.ves tha·t is free to leave the pl.asmae Prasad 

(1967~ 1968) and Nishikawa (1968) discussed the effect of 

spatially uniform external periodic elect;ric :field on wave 

pr·opagati on through .:1 plasma. ,Das ( 1970) starting from the 

tt'w f'luid model hyd:t"odynamic equations, a dispersion relation 

\'Jas obtained for wave. propagation through a · t't'\TO-temperature 
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plasma perpendicular to the dir·action of an external 

electric field and several excitation conditions are 

deduced. Das (1970) deduced the possibility of excitation 

of ex"tra-ordina.r-f ·waves in a. cold plasma by sme.ll and periodic 
' . 

· external electric· field"' , Severai exoi tation condi tio:tis and 

maximum growth rate t>~ere deduced. Das. (1971;· 1975) derived 

the dispersion reiatio!-'1 for· wave propagation through a hot 

electron' p·lasma perpendi~ular and parallel to .?J. '·spatially 

unci!. form external periodic magnetic field and seve.ral • exci t- · 
) ' 

ation conditions were derived.; 

·1.3. SHORT CRITICAL SURVEY OF THE RESULTS OF PRESENT 

INVESTIGATIONS. 

In this section \'le d~scuss. the motivation of the 

present thesis. Here also the original and sig&'llficant poin·ts 

of the methods of our. investigatj_on are reported briefly.., 

The results of the present thesis which we claim to be new 

are briefly reviewed here ... 

In chapter II~ propagation of waves in plasma-

filled elliptical'waveguide has been discussed. In section 

one f.1agnetodydrodynamic ··equations are used to solve the problem. 
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Mathieu functions and modified Mathieu functions are 

used to calculate the dispersion rela-tions. The elec-

tromaga~t;ic ·field components in. elliptic coordinates are 

d·er.tved inter"ffis of ~lathfueu functions., ltfe see though 

electromag~etic iield components in plasma~filled elliptical 
' . 

'V'mveguide are different tl'iose .of, empty elliptical tvave-

B~ide Chu (1938) 9 electric and magnetic lines of froce 

a:r>e se.me in both the cases. In elliptical waveguides~ 

Pl"opagation can not be possible .:i.n absence of the componen-ts 

Efl and B9 bu·t the va:ni shing of' E jU and B9 does not effects 

the propagation in circular waveguide. 1'o calcu:tate the 

pulsatances of the modes 'l:~he dispHrsion relations are derived 

for even and odd solutions• The time rate of energy- flm'lf 

through the elliptical waveguide in the direction of wave 

propagation is obtained" In the limi ti,ng processt~ dispersion 

relations for wave propagation in circular waveguiqe have 

been deduced and it is in-t;eresting to note that th:i,.s 

dispecs:i.on relation represen"'cs both even and odd solutions 

· <;>f elliptical \"Javeguide" In section t\vo, the nature of 

space-charge l.tmves ·of an elliptical plasma colUI-nn in 

the presence of finite and infinite consta.Ylt axial magnetic 
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field are studied. Maxv.rel;l' s equation·.s for the perturbed 

variables in terms of _dielectric tensor e are taken to 

solve the problem. From the dispersion relation (infinite 

axial magnetic field) we see empty waveguide cut-off fre-

quency w
0 

=2p2m,v /afio andthe plasma cut-off frequency 

2 . 2 1/ 
c.v = [tA>n + 4p2 I (a e- ) 1 2 i ... e., the plasma-filled "' 2m

11
1> o ..l 

is 

't'Javegu,ide mode cut!"'off frequency is shif·ted up't'lfard.g as in 

case of circuiilar 'Vmveguide. From t;he gt""aphical represen:ta-

tion of dispersion rP-lation it is clear that the upper pass-

· band represents "V>raveguide modes and the lower pass-band 

bet"tveen cv = 0 and w =c..> 
p represents plasma oscillation. 

The.dispersion relation for finite axial magnetic field is 

derived._ The graphlcal representation of the dispersio!l 

relation for a stronl?; magnetic field ( w > w ) and 
''~. ' ' ' ' 0 .p. 

.for a weak magnetic field ( we < w ) p are sho:vm. For the 

case ov > cu , in addition to the mode ( w < 6) ) , the upper c p . p 
. 1 

hybrid mode CJ < W< ( ~ 2 + w 2 ) 12 appear as a character-· . . c p .P. 

istic ,frequency in the plasma. This mode has the intei'esting 
I 

feature t,h:·d; it is a backward wave. As _t;he magnetic .field is 

further reduced ( w > (;.) · ) ~ it is seen that \'taVes propagate p c - . . 

for frequency less than the cyclotron frequency. The back:l.'lard 
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wave mode now pro~agates in the frequency range .. 

2 2 1 / . 
CJP < w < (~P +c->

0 
) 2 • Here \'Je see ~ ~ ~ ~· 

plasma filled waveguide without an external magnetic :field 

t'lill not propra.gate space-charge V:.raves •. Lastly,. the· dis-

persion relation for a plasma-filled cylindrical wave-

guide in presence of finite and infinite axial magnetic 

field are derived as a limiting case~ In section three 11 

electromagnetic field components and electron velocit;y 

in tvarm plasma f'i lled elliptical \'Je.veguide are derived. 

Here we see that the waves combining the electron sound 

wave mode with electromagnetic wave mode can propagate 

in elliptical t•mveguide containing the \'larm pla1smat! The 

vraves can be separated into Tf-4.;.. modes and TE- modes only 

at r = 0 mode and other ruodes became hybrid modes. These 

results cannot be explained upto the present by the cold 

plasma approximation power transmitted in·the diTection 

of 'tl>mve propaga:t;ion. for ·rE- and TM- modes ere calcula~;ed 

and lastly dispersion relation in circular wa:geguide have 

been derived with the usual limiting process. 

In chapteriii, the in:fulence of temperature on the 

propagation o.f ".raves in a cylindrical:- wa..ve~ide is considered 
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by using.compressible plasma theory. I-n section one 

applying compressible plasma theory we tey to include the 

' ' 

finite temperature effects on the Trivelpiece and Gould 

(19,59) problEJ.m. The dispersion relations for perfectly · 

conducting waveguides iri the presence of finite and 
.,, 

in£ini:te magnetic field are derived. J~ case of finite 

· magnetic field, the waves canno·c be separated into TE ... ." 

' . 
ml?.l and Tf•1-. modes. The dispersion curves for a \•mrm plasma-

filled waveguide in a zero magnetic field are sho~m 

graphicallye Here we see that for small .values of w (Co)<w ) p 

·there is only one dispersion curve but for large values 

of (A) ( c..) >cup) there are infinite number of di.spersion 

curves. The dispersion curves for small magnetic field are 

also shown gra-phically,. Here \'le see that for large values 

of w ( W> wp) the freq~e~c:,r shif·!:;s are negative a..11.d the 

magnitude of the frequency shift increases "'lith the \a;qve 

number~ \'J'hereas for small value.s of ·CJJ (. w < (..,) ) t.~e 
p 

frequency shifts are positive and the magnitude of the 

frequency shift; decreases as the t1e.ve number increases., 

Lastly9 the dispersion relation for an inf.i:nite axial 

magnetic field are sho"L>rn graphically. The upper· pass-baYld 



represents the \'l!aveguide modes and the lower one represen_:t;f{) 

plasm& oscillatlon. In section two~ the.dispersion relation 

:for a perfectly 9onducting t>~aveguide 11 :filled \'Ji th \ITar.m 

plasma immersed in a vacuum cylinder; in the presence of a 

finite magnetlc field are deri vedo Here vre see that the 

waves cannot be separated into TE- and T.M- modes. A.s a 

particular case, the dispersion relations for ze·ro magneti·c . 

fie~d are derived and differe~t modes of propagation . 

are shm·m graphically. The graphs of \'mve propaga:tion for 

;,vhich phase velocity is less than the velocity of l'ight and 

R1 (radius of the vacuum cylinder) is very large.in 

comparison to R ( radius of the plasma cylinder ) i. e., 

Rl/R - oo , for various values of Rc-Jp/c • are :;shown graphi

call,Jr. The nature of v1ave propagation for R1 = 2R are 

also shown graphically for various values of Rwp/ 
0 

... 

In chapter IV P we consider the propagation of 

waves in a warm plasma filled perfectly conducting plates. 

To include the temperature effects, compressible pl&sma 

theory is also used here. In section one, the dispersion 

r~lat~on for· the propagation of waves in a parallel plane 

waveguide filled with warm plasma are derivede It is found 

that .the waves cannot be separated into sound '11\'ave mode and 
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electromagnetic ,,,:ave m01'::?., Neither can they be separated 

into TE- modes ·and Tr{ ... modes. They appear as a hybrid modes. 

But in absence of external magnetic field we see that 

electric :n~eld are separated into the· 0lectron sou1W. VJf;J.Ve 

mode an.d the electromagnetic 't'm.ve mode and also m.agne·tic 

:field has no co:rmecti on 'td. th the electron sound wave mode. 

The l'raves can be separated into T~1- modes and 'l'E- modes 

as with the cold ·plasma appro¥~mationo Next, ·we apply 

compressible plasma ·theory to derive the dispersion relation 

for 'tllave propagation bet,,~ee:n t\"10 conducting planes vt"i th a 

magnetized plasma resting on one plane and a vacuum gap 

bett;reen the plasma. and the other. In section two 9 ,we discuss 

the· \'rave· propaga'"'cion in a warm pl§:sm.a betl!Jeen two 9ond.ucti!lg 

plaJces of \'Thich one plate i·s plane and the other is corruga-

ted.· The dispersion relatiOl'lS for 'IE- m'::ld.es. and TM- modes are 

derived in absence of external magnetic; fieldo In case of 

TE- modes 't'le:.l.s:ee,.that;;,±;he:cdi::;uersion relation is indeoendent . - -
·o:f tempera:l;ure but depends on the z .. There:fore, the dispersion 

rela:tion also valid :for cold plasma filled ~ravegu.ide l.vhose 

lower boundary is a plane conducting pla-te and ·the upper 
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boundary is corrugated._ ':('he dispersion relation for the 

TM~ modes expresses the fa~t that the wave number k 

depends upon the . frequencfy -~ as well as dista.nc.e z in 

the ·manner \~hich is determined by the form of roo·ts of 

these equations~·· As the wavelength· of the periodic surface 

approaches to infinity or the ampl-itude of the surface. 

tends to zero the above dispersion relation ,coiricides with. 

that o:(: warm plasma · .fi.lled parallel plate '!.t~aveguide .. · 

Azakami et al. ( 1972). 

·_. In chapter V, starting from the t\1o-fluid model 

· ·. hydrodynamic equations., dispersion relation is obtained 

. for wave prbpagation thr~ugh a t'VJO~temperature pl~sma. The 
. -· . : . 

. . 

·, effect of a spatially d.rdform external. periodic magneti~ 
- . . : . . . . -

· .' ::ri~_ld c~n wave·pro!n'iga:tidri through a ho.t plasma '"as-. qonsidered. 
' ,. . . ... . - . . 

. ·A ·disp~rsion relation is obtained keepi-ng terms upto 

~ 2, ·(. e2 c: ~o2 ~~ 2,; .-A c eBo/c'm · ). For small values o:{ ~ 
. . o · o • e . · 

:the .. t!'ansver se "wave p longi tuC.inal . wave and acoustic . wave 

propagate 1.-ri th: the shifted :f:requen~y.; Excitation- of the 

\'laves is found to be P()Ssible wha11: -th£f. frequency of the 

external magnetic fiel.d ;Sfi~isfi:es any' one. Of. the· follO'l,-ling 

.conditions 



WL ~A .:'N!:Is 
·\,·. - - """' n ~ c.) • c.>o 

0 
or n + -~ 

.n.. +'(..) .n. +c.J ' (..) +(b). 

t = L k - A L -·A ..... 

" ~ 
. ., - !lg 

CJo VJo CVo 

and w 
A denote the frequcies o£ the 

transverse 9 lorigi tudinal an.d acoustic \vaves arr,d n 

is any positive integer·" 
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